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Book Reviews

The Deterioration of the Mexican Presidency: The Years of Luis Echeverria. By
Samuel Schmidt. Edited by Dan A. Cothran. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1991. xxviii + 222 pp. Charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index.
$37.50.)
Numerous changes have occurred in Mexican politics in the last two decades, some of them rather dramatic. Most analysts point to the presidency of
Luis Echeverria (1970-1976) as representing the beginning of a steady decline in
the system's legitimacy, specifically the presidency. Thus, Schmidt argues that in
order to understand the deterioration of the Mexican political model, one has to
understand the decay in the presidency, and the role of Echeverria, the transitional figure.
Few social scientists would disagree with Schmidt's thesis, and the appropriateness of this study. The author's work, originally written in Spanish, takes
an eclectic approach. Following an excellent introduction by the translator, the
author provides his own version, intertwining meanderings on writing academic
works with his justification for examining Echeverria.
Schmidt offers many valuable insights from a Mexican point of view on the
Echeverria years. He provides a well-developed and useful chapter on Echeverria's
economic policies, presenting many interesting findings on public employment
trends and on the government-subsidized foodstuffs agency, CONASUPO. Many
Mexicanists, however, will find numerous conclusions incomplete, and controversial statements without adequate citation. The text, overall, suffers from a
lack of cohesion, weak transitions, and continued deviations into tangential subjects. ,For example, in introducing the problems the Echeverria administration,
the topics, ranging from workers' strikes to voter abstention, are unintegrated.
In the political analysis, interesting tidbits of information abound, including
his interpretations concerning the fall of Carlos Biebrich, a rising political star
early in the Echeverria administration. Again, however, a coherent argument is
lacking, and rumor and analysis appear to be given equal weight. Furthermore,
although rumor as an analytical tool is valuable, strangely Schmidt has not included importill1t works on Mexican political communication, such as Evelyn P.
Steven's book, and scholars will be surprised to see major works analyzing this
period missing from the text and bibliography.
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The author has chosen a worthy topic, one deserving of detailed analysis
and speculation. Alth'ough offering many new insights, weaknesses in clarity and
thematic structure make it difficult for others to benefit fully from Schmidt's
valuable interpretations.
Roderic Ai Camp
Tulane University

Missouri '4ger: The Journal of William W Hunter on the Southern Gold Trail.
Edited by David P. Robrock. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1992. xxviii + 299 pp. Illustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $32.50.)

The Argonauts of 1849 have certainly received considerable attention from
historians and the public over the years. Their contribution to the nation's westward march, and the sheer human interest of their stories, has guaranteed them a
continuing popularity with readers. Many thousands of ardent gold-seekers made
the overland journey to California in that first crucial year or two, the bulk of
them going by way of the Oregon-California Trails. Relatively few, however,
travelled over the southern route through New Mexico and present Arizona, and
then on to the deserts of southern California.
David P. Robrock, Head of Special Collections at the University of Nevada
at Las Vegas, has done an excellent job of editing the heretofore unpublished
journal of William W. Hunter, a Missourian who took the southern route to California in 1849. Robrock's careful transcription of Hunter's journal preserves the
freshness of the eyewitness account, while his detailed annotation provides a
great deal of corroborative information that will aid scholarly and general readers alike. This edition of Hunter's journal is one of the growing list of fine books
published jointly by the University of New Mexico Press and the Historical Society of New Mexico.
This book will be of interest not only to readers of gold rush journals, but
also to those interested in travellers on the Santa Fe Trail shortly after the conclusion of the Mexican-American War. Hunter's journal commences on April 23,
1849, when he and a party of about 100 left Montgomery County, Missouri, bound
for the gold fields of EI Dorado. His writing is often deeply tinged with romanticism when he contemplates the failings and foibles of his fellow men, but he also
includes many straightforward observations of camp and trail life, and encounters with other Americans or New Mexicans on the trail. Hunter's highly personalized accounts of murders, livestock thefts, wagon train jurisprudence, ethnic
animosities, and fandangos make for some fascinating reading. After much hard
labor, and occasional despair, Hunter's party arrived at Warner's Ranch in California, and the diary concludes on December 6, 1849. Missouri '4ger will make a
welcome addition to the primary literature bearing upon the southern gold route,
and will also please those interested in the Argonauts who used the Santa Fe
Trail.
Barton H. Barbour
University of New Mexico
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Yellowstone Command: Colonel Nelson A. Miles and the Great Sioux War, 18761877. By Jerome A. Greene. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992. xv +
333 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Yellowstone Comma'nd will reinforce Jerome A. Greene's reputation as a
careful and respected student of the army's post-Civil War campaigns against the
Indians. In meticulous detail, Greene, a National Park Service historian, describes
the efforts of Colonel Nelson A. Miles, commander of the Fifth Infantry Regiment and eventually of the District of the Yellowstone, to defeat the Sioux and
Northern Cheyennes following the Battle of the Little Bighorn. Despite bitter cold
and fierce Indian resistance, Miles' relentless Montana campaigns forced the
mighty tribes of the Northern Plains to flee either to Canada or to accept government relations.
Central to Greene's account is Colonel Miles, the insatiably ambitious Civil
War veteran determined to establish himself as the army's best Indian fighter.
Greene credits Miles for taking the initiative and actively seeking to prevent the
Indians from reestablishing the powerful coalition which had annihilated Custer
and stunned George Crook the previous summer. Rather than waiting out the
winter at his base along the Tongue and Yellowstone River junction, as his superiors assumed, Miles effectively combined regular'infantry (both mounted and
unmounted), white and Indian scouts, and artillery with his own dogged determination. "Guided by ambition, intelligence, imagination, and a proclivity for
hard work," .concludes Greene, "Miles evolved his own strategy to deal with the
Sioux and Cheyennes and labored industriously for eight months to make it succeed" (p. 231). Less generous, however, is Greene's discussion of Miles' negotia~
tions with various Indian leaders. The same desire which fired the colonel's
determination to stay in the field despite sub-zero temperatures led him to make
unauthorized and unenforceable promises in hopes that his Indian opponents
might surrender to him rather than a rival like Crook.
Superb photographs, including many from private collections, augment
this detailed account of Miles' eight-month struggle, a campaign ignored by previous scholars fixated upon Cutster's death or Crook's declining effectiveness.
Greene's fascination with tactics sheds new insights into skirmishes at Spring
Creek, Cedar Creek, Bark Creek, Ash Creek, Wolf Mountains, and Muddy Creek.
The volume may in some quarters be faulted for its narrow scope and approach,
which is heavily skewed toward the army. But Greene can hardly be fairly criticized for not writing another book. Yellowstone Command clearly meets the
author's limited goal: "a military' history of Miles's campaigns and battles in 1876
and 1877 that is based on doc'umentary research as well as on on-sight field investigation" (p. xiv).

Robert Wooster
Corpus Christi State University
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Coronado s Land: Essays on Daily Life in Colonial New Mexico. By Marc
Simmons. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xii + 183 pp.
Illustrations, index. $19.95.)

In 1978 Marc Simmons published an engaging little book entitled Taos to
Tome: True Tales of Hispanic New Mexico, a collection of brief anecdotes originally written as items for periodicals. Because of its warm and sympathetic approach, Taos to Tome has remained one of this reader's favorite works of New
Mexico history. Coronado s Land shares many of the characteristics of the earlier
work.
Like Taos to Tome, Part One of Coronado s Land is a compilation of short
works, each dealing with a specific topic. They are linked thematically by a general focus on the material culture of colonial New Mexico. Simmons' scope is
wide, addressing topics as diverse as cosmetics, dogs, muleteering, stockings,
trade fairs, and the colonial latrine. Among other things, he also investigates costume, pens and ink, sheepherding, ciboleros, and transport on the Camino Real.
Simmons, always the master storyteller, examines each of his subjects with knowledge, sensibility, and humor.
In Part Two of Coronado s Land Simmons takes a unique tack for a work
intended for a general audience. He explains to the reader how a working historian gathers some of his information. To illustrate his point, Simmons includes
three translated Spanish colonial documents, two reports by governors and an
account of life in New Mexico by a priest assigned to the province. The reader is
given an opportunity to interpret the primary sources in the same way as does the
historian, thus gaining insight into the practice of the discipline.
Coronado s Land not only provides the reader with some unusual views of
colonial New Mexico, but does it in a highly entertaining manner. It will be found
enjoyable by everyone, regardless of the reader's background in history.
William H. Broughton
University of New Mexico

Tejano Origins in Eighteenth-Century San Antonio. Edited by Gerald E. Poyo
and Gilbert M. Hinojosa. (Austin University of Texas Press, 1991. xxii + 198 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Tejano Origins in Eighteenth Century San Antonio is an absorbing social
history of the lives of the intrepid settlers who rallied around their traditional
institutions-omission centers, municipalities, and the military arm of the crown-to secure the northernmost frontier of New Spain and the convert the land, as
much as they were capable, into a productive segment of the empire. F. Jesus de
la Teja and John Wheat introduce the volume by describing how a resolute people
reached the untamed Texas frontier and, amid struggle, harnessed the headwaters
of the San Antonio River and founded a permanent settlement. The Presidio de
Bexar, established in March 1718 served several vice-regal designs; it pacified the
land, paved the way for the missions, discouraged foreign intrusions and made
viable a municipal community eighteen years later.
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Poyo's narration on immigration accurately details the beginnings of the Villa
de San Fernando while pointing to an initial Canary Islander sense of European
superiority. Actually, the Islenos arrived in San Antonio ex mandato regis
Hispaniensis. Their city charter (carta/instrumento de fundacion) and political
privileges (jueros) gave testimony to royal predilection. Otherwise, the Governor
hardly would have tolerated their social pretensions. More importantly, the original settlers, of Criollo and mixed blood, possessed a fiercely independent frontier spirit that made little allowance for snobbery.
Hinojosa laudably points out that the missions, however imperfect, effectively provided 'refuge for many semi-nomadic Coahuiltecos from maraudering
Apaches, shielded neophytes against abusive labor demands from the civil community, and equipped the Christian Indians. for the inevitable day of secularization. Ultimate Franciscan designs, the auth'or explains, was to preclude Mission
Indians from entering the larger San Antonio community. This portion of "exclusivity" is confusing since it is not adequately substantiated and, unfortunately,
appears too categorical.
Even so, Poyo, Hinojosa, ·and de la Teja represent a new generation of Texas
historians, born in the mid-third of this century, versed in archival research and
dedicated to their Irido-Hispano heritage. Egalitarian in authorship, the volume
incorporates the works of Elizabeth A. H. John, the noted scholar on Texas indigenous people, and of Anne A. Fox, a respected San Antonio archeologist. Tejano
Origins vigorously questions the stance that pioneer settlements originated with
the Texas Republic (e.g., Hogan, 1969) and impacts the position that Spanish
Texas was static (e.g., Fehrenbach, 1968). This volume merits a wide audience
especially among social scientists engaged in providing meaning to the Mexican
American community in Texas.
Gilbert R. Cruz
Glendale Community College-Arizona

The Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition: March 23-June 9, 1806. Vol. 7.
Edited by Gary E. Moulton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. x +
383 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00.)
Volume seven of this new edition of Lewis and Clark's journals takes the
expedition from Fort Clatsop, their winter headquarters on the Pacific Coast, to
Camp Chopunnish on the south fork of the Clearwater River in Idaho. There the
Captains and their men camped from May i4 to June 10, 1806, and waited for the
snows to melt so that they could cross the mountains eastward across the continental divide into the Missouri River drainage region.
This particular volume, edited in the usual exemplary fashion by Professor
Gary K Moulton, has several characteristics that stand out. Unlike the outward
trip, it is not an anticipated adventure into the unknown and thus is somewhat
less exciting. As if to balance this, one finds Lewis in particular paying a great
deal more attention to- natural history and the native people. Indeed, for those
interested .in these subjects, Lewis' is a virtuoso performance, especially in view
of his brief tutelage in Philadelphia before starting out. Clearly l1e was not only a
"quick study" but a superb observer. In so many ways his brilliance stands out,
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and one cannot help .but lament his early tragic death. In this volume particularly,
we get to know him as naturalist from the time he compares the American bald
eagle with the grey, or golden, eagle to his strenuous effort to classify the many
kinds of bears west of the Divide. Volume seven is full of fascinating natural
history detail that should be valuable to today's army of ecologists.
Other fascinating aspects of the trip also stand out, such as the discovery of
the Multnomah, or Willamette, River; the number of detailed sketch maps the
Captains were able to make based on intelligent information supplied by the native peoples; the differing attitudes of the tribes of Dalles (hostile and grudging)
from those of the Walla Walla and the Chopunnish (Nez Perce) whom first Lewis
and then Clark calls "the most hospitable, honest, and sincere people that we
have met with on our voyage"; the astonishing medical succe~s of Lewis from
curing Sacagaweah's baby (dubbed Charbonneau's baby, significantly) of a serious glandular infection to cures of rheumatism, glaucoma, and the virtual paralysis of an aged Chopunnish chief. Both Captains show a marked interest in the
native women. Lewis is especially aghast at the immodesty of the lower Columbia women who "wear only a 'leather truss' that barely covers the mons venez
[sic] to which it is drawn so close that the whole shape is plainly perceived". On
the other hand, Moulton informs us later in the book (p. 241, para. 5) that Clark
very probably had a child by the sister of Chief Red Grizzly Bear and that York
possibly fathered a black baby by a Nez Perce. In the former case Clark's blond
Nez Perce progeny would proudly proclaim "Me Clark" to the end of his days.
We also learn of a mysterious trader from the north named Swippeton, who
had been in the country before Lewis and Clark. And finally we learn that, though
Lewis and Clark generally maintained peaceful relations with the native peoples,
sometimes with difficulty, they could also be ruthless. Lewis threatened to kill
three natives who made off with his pet dog (as opposed to the eating dogs), and
he threatened to burn down a whole native village over a lost buffalo robe and
later on over a stolen tomahawk. Brilliant and sensitive men, Lewis and Clark
could be hard men on the trail. Perhaps this combination is what enabled them to
maintain discipline among their men and to survive among the wild tribes and
wild country of the northwestern interior. This makes currently fashionable condemnation of Euro-American explorers seem to be both right and, at the same
time, wrong and sometimes even glib. The "Great Captains" were exceedingly
complex men with exceedingly complex problems of survival to solve as we grow
to know them up close in this valuable volume.
William H. Goetzmann
The University of Texas, A us/in
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Mexico According to Eisenstein. By Inga Karetnikova in collaboration with Leon
Steinmetz. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. vii + 200 pp.
Illustrations, notes, index. $40.00 cloth, $20.00 paper.)
Like other avant-garde Russian artists of the 1920s, Eisenstein was committed to an ideological transformation of the world, through the destruction of the
bourgeoisie an'd the growth of communism. His film The Battleship Potemkin
(1923) had been an international success. Since his career was lived under the
dictates of Stalin, only the films deemed to be propagandistic successes were
allowed to be finished or given encouragement.
For reasons as yet unclear, his 14-month period of filming Que Viva Mexico!
was cut short. He never finished the film, shot between his arrival in Mexico in
1930, and his departure in 1932. His sponsor, the radical American writer, Upton
Sinclair, ordered work on the film to be halted. Whether Sinclair on his own, or
orders from Moscow caused this is unclear, but Eisenstein was prevented from
completing his film on Mexico.
The authors briefly discuss Eisenstein's response to the influence of the
Mexican muralists. His use of visual symbols related most to Orozco's work, but
he was also influenced by Siqueiros' mural, Bw:ial of a Worker, as well as other
Siqueiros images with a condensed, telescoping action. Rivera, whom Eisenstein
had met in Russia, and who had influenced him to go Mexic9 in the first place,
merited a special acknowledgement in the film, Overall, three major sections of
the film Que Viva Mexico! were dedicated to Siqueiros, Rivera, and Orozco.
The authors state that, although the cutting short of the Mexican filming was
his life's tragedy, it was a time of great inspiration of him, with a resulting te~
dency to view the world in concert with nature, especially as evidenced in his
films Alexander Nevsky and Bezhin Meadow. There was no immediatejmpact in
Mexican film, since Mexican cinematography had hardly come into existence by
then, and the landscape was not a significant interest. However, with the text's.
focus on Eisenstein himself, one would have wished for more specific analysis
of Eisenstein's view, especially as influenced by the Mexican experience. The
authors give an example of this in the famous vignette of Ivan's profile in the
Eisenstein film, Ivan the Terrible. In this film, a long line of Russians file up a
snowy field, which recalls the view of a stream of Mexican pilgrims weaving up
to the shrine of Guadalupe in Mexico. The memory of Mexico was also mentioned frequently in his autobiographical notes, which were never published. The
authors cite passages from these notes, but do not connect them to the imagery in
his films.
The last half of the book is a poignant series of stills, sketches, and plot
summaries from Eisenstein's unfinished film on Mexico; also appended. are fragments of Eisenstein's writings which relate to Mexico. While the study lacks a
reflective placement of the work in the historical and cultural context of both
Mexico and the Soviet Union in the' 1930s, it is a very interesting summary of the
work by an important director with a remarkable experience in Mexico. It is recommended reading for anyone with an interest in the arts and in the period of the
1930s.
Mary Grizzard
University of New Mexico
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. Disease, Depopulation, and Culture Change in Northwestern New Spain, 15181764. By Daniel T. Reff. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1991. xiii +
330 pp. Maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)

Daniel T. Reff's study of the convergence of disease, demography, and culture evolution in colonial northwestern Mexico represents a clear and convincing
challenge to older notions of the region's early history. The issues examined in
this meticulously researched book revolve around long accepted characterizations of the native people left by later seventeenth and eighteenth-century Jesuit
missionaries, often the main Spanish presence in this part of the "Great Southwest." They described a sparse demographic landscape of dispersed and ephemeral hamlets inhabited by "barbaric" hunter-gatherers. Only through the patient
tutelage of the friars did these simple people master craft skills, the techniques of
settled agriculture, of rational self government, and of a true religion, or in other
words of civilization: More recent scholarship perpetuated this cultural construct
of "civilization vs. savagery." Even in the face of archaeological evidence to the
contrary, which includes remains of large urban areas and irrigation works, many
concluded that an era of sociopolitical complexity disappeared a century or more
before Iberians entered the picture.
Reff's study is situated in the growing stream of work reevaluating such
received wisdom about Native Americans. He skillfully integrates new archaeological ideas and information with neglected sixteenth-century accounts written
by early Spanish invaders, explorers, and even the first Jesuits on the scene. This
synthesis demonstrates that at the point of contact the peoples of the northwest,
though not culturally homogenous, lived in much more settled and sophisticated
politics that previously believed, many of them with distinct affinities with better
known central Mesoamerican peoples.
To explain why the familiar accounts fail to mention such things, Reff invokes the bio-cultural effects of introduced epidemic diseases, for him the missing pieces in the region's cultural evolution. Though the region seems to have
escaped the first pandemics that ravaged central New Spain, its people were not
immune to spreading waves of affiiction moving in concert with, and often ahead
of, the piecemeal European entry. The consequences were manifold. It became
impossible for many groups to maintain their complex socio-political organizations, the intensity of their agriculture, their networks of trade and diplomacy,
and faith in the efficacy of their own deities and religious systems. Some correctly linked the Spanish presence with their predicament and fought back; others, believing that the Christians could cure the new diseases, eagerly sought
baptism and the protection of the new faith. By now most had shifted to a less
sedentary life in small, scattered rancherias, a movement Reff regards as potentially more rational for a disease ravaged people than the reconcentration into
mission settlements advocated by the friars.
Reff's persuasive reconstruction allows him both to rehabilitate the indigenous peoples and to recover the true complexities of the dialogue between invader and invaded in northwestern New Spain. Contrary to earlier assumptions,
the native groups subordinated themselves to the missionaries not because of the
superiority of Spanish ways, but because they conc,luded that Jesuit patronage
could help them recover what had been so recently lost during the crisis of invasion and demographic disaster. For their part, the Jesuits, encountering disease-
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ravaged peoples, erroneously concluded that the deceptively simple indigenous
societies had always been thus. They failed to see that those they were "civilizing" came from cultures that were already familiar with the ways of complex
civilization. Clergy frustrated by the apparent lack of indigenous capacity for
Christianity did not realize that the whole mission enterprise was being accepted
in a highly selective manner driven by damaged, but not destroyed, pre-contact
traditions.
All of this is compelling because of the careful way in which the author has
marshalled, analyzed, and presented his evidence. Indeed, Reff's conclusions are
fully in line with much of the revisionist work being developed by those studying the native peoples of central Mesoamerica and the Andes. His book will be an
important model for years to come.
Robert Haskett
University of Oregon

A Germ of Goodness: The California State Prison System, 1851-1944. By Shelley
Bookspan. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xix + 150 pp. I1lustrations, map, tables, appendix, notes; bibliography, index. $35.00.)

In A Ger:m of Goodness: The California State Prison System, 1851-1944,
Shelley Bookspan suggests that "the way in which the prisons themselves changed,
... also tells much about the evolution of 'American democracy" (xi). To support
this argument, the author claims that California originally built San Quentin, in1851 to control and punish criminals, but gradually developed a system that focused on the rehabilitation of prisoners. With the establishment of a Department
of Corrections in 1944, California had in place a process that acknowledged the
potential for reform and the redeeming value of individuals.
The author begins her study with a brief overview of the history of penology
and then quickly moves to the California experience. Although the state looked
to eastern examples to resolve the problems of overcrowding and lack of work in
the prison, financial restraints and legislative disputes prevented the adoption of
rehabilitative programs or reforms. Bookspan presents in marvelous detail the
resistance of California lawmakers to appropriate money for the construction of
new prisons or to improve the existing structures. Not until after the turn of the
century when the brutal treatment of inmates became know publicly did reform
groups in California organize and wield enough influence to promote changes. In
this case, Bookspan argues, reformers both inside and outside the prison urged
the adoption of rehabilitative policies and practices-osuch as parole, the indeterminate sentence, and probation--used in eastern institutions.,
The real force for reform, however, emerged in response to female prisoners. Bookspan points out that California provided a separate building at San
Quentin for female criminals in World War I in an effort to punish prostitution
and the spread of venereal disease. Later in the 1930s, when officials decided to
take over that building for rehabilitative programs for men, the state moved all
the women to a new facility at Tehachapi. Thus, the author concludes, the women
prisoners benefited, but the motivation behind the officials' decision was actually based on the needs of the male inmates.
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Bookspan approaches this study topically within a chronological framework.
The use of photographs and illustrations highlight the themes stressed in the narrative. This well-written, wen-researched, and highly readable account is an important addition to the historiography of prisons.
Judith R. Johnson
Wichita State University

Today There Is No Misery: The Ethnography of Farming in Northwest Portugal.
By Jeffrey W. Bentley. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1992. xiv + 177 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Portugal does not figure heavily into histories of agriculture; indeed, none of
Iberia does. As village societies, however, many Iberian farming communities
have encouraged study because of their high degree of traditionalism, difficulty
in adapting to modernization, and relatively weak national pressures to do so.
Since Julian Pitt-Rivers' study of the Sierra Nevada forty years ago, almost as
much attention has been focused upon Iberia as Sol Tax and others of the University of Chicago put into Central America earlier.
,
Bentley's small volume deals with the northwest Portuguese town of Pedralva.
In many ways, Pedralva could be a community in northern New Mexico. Wealth
and status differences are similar; small landowners and landless people coexists
in uneasy egalitarian fashion. There is too little land, and fragmentation of estates
causes the familiar problem of land parcels too small for economic farming or
grazing.
This problem lies at the heart of the study. Throughout the twentieth century
in Portugal and Spain alike, the landless and the absentee landowner have formed
bitter rivalries, somewhat akin to the developers and indigenous people of northern New Mexico. In the worse cases, like Andalusia in the early 1930s, civil society can explode in civil war, as Edward Malefakis has shown. Rituals of deference
and demeanor dominate village life and veil antagonisms, but like farming communities everywhere, where agrarian knowledge is a large part of the shared culture, tension over the land remains omnipresent.
How these pressures manifest themselves on Pedralva and alter community
life are the main content of the book. The title, Today There Is No Misery, nicely
expresses the buried fear of haves vs. have-nots in a small community, an ageold dividing line permanently embedded in human life. The work has value as a
paradigm for timeless, unanswered agrarian questions of many regions and parts
of the world, as well as for its study of the village community in general and local
patterns of inheritance, property holding, and conservation.
Robert Kern
University of New Mexico
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Land and Politics in the Va/leyof Mexico: A Two Thousand Year Perspective.
Edited.by H.R. Harvey. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991.
xiii + 325 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
Originally prepared for the International Congress of Americanists held in
Bogota in 1985, the twelve essays in this volume reflect the high caliber of recent
research in Mesoamerican archaeology and ethnohistory. The book's geographical focus is the Valley of Mexico--coterminous today with the Federal District
and adjacent portions of the State of Mexico, but in pre-hispanic and colonial
times home not only to the dominant urban center of TenochtitianlMexico City
but also to dozens of city-states and hundreds of lesser hamlets. From various
disciplinary approaches, all of the authors address the questions of land use and
its related political dimensions in these smaller valley communities.
The book's subtitle notwithstanding, most contributions concentrate on the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Employing archaeological evidence, Elizabeth
Brumfiel and Susan Evans illuminate important aspects of social relations on the
eve of Spanish colonization, Mary Hodge and Pedro Carrasco use written sources
in elaborating their descriptions of local administration and the relationships of
valley communities with the Aztec Triple Alliance. H,R. Harvey sheds new light
on Aztec land measurements in his analysis of the 1540 Oztoticpac Lands Map,
while Barbara Williams discusses the internal organization of valley settlements
during the first generation' after the conquest. Drawing from the extensive writings of the seventeenth-century annalist Chimalpahin, Susan Schroeder explores
changing concepts of land usage in the late preconquest and early colonial periods.
,I
Three other authors also focus on the colonial ,period. Woodrow Borah weighs
different schools of thought surrounding a the Techialoyan codices, a series of
Nahuatl documents produced by colonial Indian artists and scribes to substantiate their land claims. S.' L. Cline outlines the shifting fortunes of the cacicazgo of
Xochimilco through the late seventeenth century, while Thomas Charlton describes late colonial patterns of land tenure and usage in Otumba.
Two chapters on chinampas embrace a longer chronological perspective.
Jeffrey Parsons examines this highly intensive form of cultivation from its very
modest beginnings to its,dramatic expansion in late Aztec times, while Teresa
Rojas Rebiela shows how successive demographic and ecological changes have
altered chinampa agriculture from the Spanish conquest to the twentieth century.
Due to the highly technical nature of the essays, this volume will be of greatest utility to specialists. Perhaps most helpful for general readers are Parsons'
and Rojas Rabiela's meticulous but very readable descriptions of the chinampas.
Historians interested in the dynamics of colonial society will also want to pay
careful attention to Cline's essay.
Cheryl E. Martin
University of Texas at El Paso

'"
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Social Housekeepers: Women Shaping Public Policy in New Mexico, 1920-1940.
By Sandra SchackeL (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992. 213
pp. Maps, photographs, notes. $29.95 cloth.)

This study "shows how gender, ethnicity, and class affected social reform in
a unique, multicultural state." Through "a complex web of interrelationships that
empowered women in ways they had not previously experienced," New Mexican
women, moving between the public and private spheres, successfully achieved
their goal of improved health care.
Overwhelmingly rural with a diverse population of Anglos, Hispanics, Blacks,
and Indians, whose customs and approaches to health issues often differed, New
Mexico was a challenge. Health care workers were forced to discard traditional
ethnic and gender guidelines and adapt their work to their specific clientele. For
example, Elizabeth Foster, a field nurse among the Navajo at Red Rock, worked
so well with traditional Navajo medicine men that ironically she incurred the
displeasure of government officials and physicians and was soon out of a job.
Although the author limits her study to the activities of the Woman's Club of
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, the home demonstrations agents of the Agricultural
Extension Servi'ce, and employees of the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs, she does not limit her discussion to .the Anglo population. The health care
issues of the state's other residents are detailed. One chapter is devoted to the
work of public health nurses among the Navajo and Pueblo tribes, and health
care among the Hispanic and Black populations are well integrated throughout
the book.
The role women played in creating the state's public health structure not
only ensured them participation on the Board of Public Welfare, but that a woman
would direct the Bureau of Child Welfare. Other topics discussed included health
and welfare issues common to rural woman, and the impact of the New Deal. The
creation of a Woman's Division within the Federal Emergency Relief Administration led to the establishment of New Mexico's Women's and Professional Projects
Division. Not only were women the beneficiary of federal monies, but women
undertook the supervising of this welfare work.
This solidly researched and well-written monograph, with its strong emphasis on voluntarism, is a welcomed addition not only to women's studies but to the
American West in the twentieth century. Furthermore this book shows that in the
area of social reform the Progressive spirit continued after the war. Aided by
Federal money from the 1921 Sheppard-Towner Act, various women's volunteer
organizations successfully changed the health condition of the residents of New
Mexico.
Valerie Sherer Mathes
City College of San Francisco
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New Mexico's Buffalo Soldiers, 1866 - 1900. By Monroe Lee Billington. (Niwot:
University of Colorado, 1991. xvii + 258 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95.)

Hardly recognized among the U. S. troops serving on the, western frontier
were a few regiments comprised entirely of black soldiers, the so-called "Buffalo
Soldiers." Other than a few all-but-forgotten Hollywood films, like John Ford's
"Sergeant Rutledge" (1960), and a couple to scholarly studies, (Notably, Bill
Leckie's The Buffalo Soldiers) the role and contributions of these men has continued to escape public attention.
Monroe Lee Billington, professor of history at the University of New Mexico,
Las Cruces, has written an engaging chronicle of the Buffalo Soldiers in New
Mexico territory. Billington demonstrates that black infantrymen played an important, if lackluster, role in guarding water holes, protecting travel routes, and
constructing roads and telegraph lines. Like most infantry in the West, they were
relegated the less glamorous duties that helped to permit commerce and settlement to flourish in the territory in the turbulent years after the' war.
Within a few years they were joined by troopers of the Ninth Cavalry. They
were handed the thankless job of trying to control the Apaches, who had been
raiding with impunity on both sides of the Mexican boarder since Spanish Colonial times. In the course of this, Billington relates in considerable detail the exciting and often frustrating campaign mounted against Victorio from 1878,.to 1880.
Unlike the large expeditions launched 'against the Sioux, the army's experience in
, New Mexico was contrasted by continual patrols and abortive pursuits, where an,
inhospitabl~ environment compounded the rigors of such field service. The Bur:'
falo Soldiers' perseverance and uncommon devotion to duty were sometimes
rewarded with successful engagements with the Apaches. Their efforts, combined with those of the' all-black Twenty-fourth Infantry and Tenth Cavalry in
neighboring West Texas, eventually succeeded in containing Victorio ip Mexico,
where the Mexican. Army decimated his band.
Indian campaigning was only one aspect of the duty performed by the black
troops in New Mexico. Less conspicuous was the army's role in assisting civil
authorities. The Ninth Cavalry was called upon to help restore order in Lincoln
County, and later during the Colfax County War. In both instances, black troopers served warrants, protected citizens and property, made arrests, and chased
down outlaws. Billington effectively demonstrates how local populations resented
the troopers as much for their skin 'color as for their representing Federal authority. He attributes the deaths of several soldiers during these affairs more to the
underlying racial prejudice than to local politics.
Although the Buffalo Soldiers stationed in New Mexico saw a great deal of
field service, most of their time was spent performing "routine garrison duties."
The author devotes several'chapters to presenting a broad sample of enlightening
anecdotes illustrating camp life among black troops. His discussion provides the
reader with valuable perspectives into the other side of military life, one the black
soldier had in common with his white counterpart. Boredom, not hostile Indians,
is revealed as the soldier's worst enemy.
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This study's only shortcoming may be one of focus. While the author achieves
his purpose in providing an excellent overview of black soldiers in New Mexico
during the latter half of the nineteenth century, a subject like this can hardly be,
confined within territorial boundaries. A broader analysis might have provided
interesting comparisons with the black military experience in Texas, Arizona, and
Montana.
Aside from this, Billington does a fine job of involving the reader in a littlenoted aspect of western and specifically New Mexico history. It is a worthy contribution to the relatively small body of literature available on the black Regulars
in the West. Anyone interested in military history will find New Mexico s Buffalo
Soldiers rewarding reading.
Douglas C. McChristian
Hardin, Montana

Army of Manifest Destiny: The American Soldier in the Mexican War, 1846-1848.
By James M. McCaffrey. (New York University Press, 1992. xvi + 275 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $45.00.)

Fewer volumes have been written about the Mexican War than perhaps any
other American conflict. Army of Manifest Destiny attempts to fill a gap in the
historical literature by focusing upon the experiences of the common soldier in
that 1846-48 engagement.
Although the reader will find few surprises in this book, author James
McCaffrey has produced an engrossing story, solidly based on diaries, letters,
and reminiscences of countless participants as well as on other archival material.
Keeping his focus directly on the fighting man, McCaffrey ably documents the
unfolding of this momentous conflict, from its beginnings along the banks of the
Rio Grande and the subsequent movement into Mexican territory to its conclusion in Mexico City with the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
The author devotes separate chapters to the recruiting of volunteers, military
training, sickness and diseases, soldiers' reaction to Mexico arid its people, conditions in military camps, crimes and punishments, and performance in the field.
At the start of this conflict, war fever in the United States was at a high pitch, and
men flocked to enlist in the volunteers. Volunteers, in fact, outnumbered regular
soldiers in the Mexican War by a considerable margin. And although some observers questioned their fighting ability, the volunteers performed well in actual
combat. Like soldiers everywhere, however, they complained about rations, the
monotony of camp life, the high prices that sutlers charged, and the lack of female companionship. And like soldiers in other wars, they sought release from
boredom by drinking, gambling, and engaging in other unsavory activities.
The young recruits marched into Mexico convinced of their own invincibility and their cultural superiority. Nothing they encountered during the duration
of the war caused them to change their viewpoints. The author believes that the
shortness of the war coupled with an unbroken string of military victories con-
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tributed to the soldiers' disdain of Mexican society and its army. Throughout the
book, McCaffrey compares recruits of this era to their counterparts in other wars,
concluding that "American soldiery during the Mexican War was not very different from the volunteer soldiers throughout American history" (p. 210).
Army of Manifest Destiny will find a wide reading audience among specialists and general readers alike.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

Writing Western History: Essays on Major Western Historians. Edited by Richard W. Etulain. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. ix + 370
pp. Notes, bibliographies, index. $37.50 cloth, $17.50 paper.)
The past decade has been traumatic for Western historians as they have sought
to redefine and clarify the core and directions of their field. Many of the issues
being debated emerge in the well-crafted chapters of this book. Such matters as
the dispute over whether to see Western development as process or place, arguments over the actual location of the West, and discussions about the extent twentieth century topics should be incorporated into the field, all receive attention.
As editor, Richard Etulain places the essays in context with an introductory
and a closing chapter in which he notes the past development of interest· in Western historiography as well as present trends in the field. Individual chapters follow discussing the life, scholarly career and major writings of ten frontier and"
Western historians. The essays in part one focus on precursors to Turner and
consider Josiah Royce and Hubert Howe' Bancroft. Those in part two, the longest,
consider Frederick Jackson Turner (twice), Frederic Logan Paxson, Walter Prescott
Webb, Herbert Eugene Bolton and James C. Malin as "Classic Western Historians." Chapters in part three examine the more recent work of Henry Nash Smith,
Ray Allen Billington, and Earl Pomeroy. Because of the editor's charge to the
contributors, and their obvious care about their essays, the interested reader will
get a thorough acquaintance with many of the major figures in Western history
through this book.
Three of the essays seem particularly interesting. In "Turner's First Stand,"
William Cronon demonstrates convincingly that Turner's best writing grew directly out of his experiences as an orator in secondary school and college. He
contrasts Turner's difficulties in writing and his pedestrian style when he sought
to write articles with his soaring prose when he prepared papers to be read. Patricia
Limerick's discussion of Ray Allen Billington presents him as a fine writer who
labored to support and develop Turner's ideas, sometimes with considerable success. Allan G. Bogue presents James C. Malin as a rather strange, but far-sighted
man who made major contributions to environmental history. Together with the
other chapters, these three demonstrate the paths scholars followed in the past
century. Beginning with Turner's oratorical speculations and calls for detailed
economic, social, and political studies of American domestic events, the authors
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trace Western history and its evolution toward both regional approaches and those
that would incorporate the West into the broad national currents. Richard Etulain
chose the subjects and the contributor~ of this volume well. The result is a book
that is both solid and thought-provoking.
Roger L. Nichols
University of Arizona

Without Quarter: The Wichita Expedition and the Fight on Crooked Creek. By
William Y. Chalfant. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xiv + 170
pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)

William Y. Chalfant's Without Quarter focuses on the brief, fierce Battle of
Crooked Creek in 1859. Largely forgotten, the Battle of Crooked Creek, as Chalfant
demonstrates in this engaging, clearly-written book, foreshadowed the Plains.
Indian wars of the post-Civil War period. Crooked Creek flows across southwestern Kansas, and here on 13 May 1859 men of the Second Cavalry attacked a
Comanche village of fifteen to twenty lodges. In a fight that lasted less than an
hour the soldiers killed forty-nine Comanches, including eight women.
Chalfant lises the Battle of Crooked Creek as a lens to explore the wider,
turbulent ethnohistorical situation on the Southern Plains as the Comanches and
their Kiowa allies clashed with Texans and with the United States. Exceptional
hunters, horsemen, and warriors, the Comanches were determined to maintain
control of their hunting grounds and raiding territory and to defend their culture
against the growing power of the Texans and the United States.
Chalfant first essays the cultural history of the Comanches, and their rise as
the predominant power on the Southern Plains. Traditional military methods were
virtually useless against mobile Comanche raiding parties, so the Texans created
"Ranging Companies," which borrowed the tactics, mobility and surprise ambush from the Comanche. Using Indian scouts from tribes hostile to the
Comanches, the Texas Rangers took the war into Comancheria. The U.S. Government in 1855, under the leadership of Secretary of War, Jefferson Davis, created two mounted regiments called "cavalry," the first units in the American military
to be thus designated.
Adopting the mobility of the Plains Indian warriors and the Texas Rangers,
the First Cavalry and the Second Cavalry were the United States' first effective
efforts to shape military doctrine to the challenge of the superb mounted warriors
of the Great Plains. In addition to tactical innovation these two units, especially
the Second Cavalry, made history because they included such officers as Robert
E. Lee, Albert Sidney Johnston, Joseph E. Johnston, J.E.B. Stuart, E.V. Sumner,
John B. Hood, Earl Van Dorn, Fitzhugh Lee, and William B. Royall, all of whom
became prominent in the Civil War.
In Without Quarter Chalfant demonstrates how this clash of cultures and
evolving military doctrine met at Crooked Creek on 13 May 1859. Crooked Creek
was an omen of what would confront soldiers and warriors on the Great Plains in
the 1860s and 1870s. In his introduction to Without Quarter Paul Andrew Hutton
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calls Chalfant a "master of the micro-study." In this context Without Quarter is
an excellent, readable volume on the complicated subject of the Indian wars on
the Great Plains. Whether one is a novice or a veteran scholar, they will find
Without Quarter a fine and instructive "read."
Joseph C. Porter
Joslyn Art Museum

Robbers, Rogues and Ruffians: True Tales of the Wild West in New Mexico. By
Howard Bryan. (Santa Fe: Clear Light Publishers, 1991. xiii + 318 pp. Illustrations, index. $22.95.)

In addition to the good guys in New Mexico's history during the Territorial
period there were some bad guys spread all over the territory. For instance one
published source lists approximately five to six hundred desperadoes 'in the old
territory; Bryan's book gives a good account of about twenty-one lawless brigands. The major characters in this book include: Charles Kennedy, "Coal-Oil
Jimmy," Davy Crockett, Clay Allison, "Dutch Joe" Hubert, Marino Leyba" Gus
Mentzer, Joel Fowler, Milt Yarberry, Frank Taggart, Bronco Sue (the only feminine character), Juan Miguel de Lacerda; Bronco Bill Walters, Cole Estes, Thomas "Black Jack" Ketchum and his brother Sam Ketchum. Seven of these social
backsliders have had their unapproved behavior revealed in other books such as,
Marc Simmon's When Six-Guns Ruled and his Ranchers, Ramblers and Ren~'
egades or, Leon Metz's The Shooters and others; but Bryan's accounts are more
detailed and report the up-shots of these anti-social events.
His accounts are distinguished from the usual reports by his researched facts
taken from reports in contemporary newspapers together with penitentiary and
other records. Although newspaper accounts were not always 'reliable since they
copied from each other, they were first and' timely recorders of events. Bryan
reports liberally from these with furnishes the reader with amusing writing, i.e.,
"Everything is quiet in Cimarron. Nobody has been killed in three days," or, "wet
groceries" were purchased at the bar. Bryan endeavors to run down 'the conclusion of each story: what happened to the loot? Were'the promised rewards received? Were posses always winners? What happened to the criminals? Bryan
writes for the popular, imd surprised, reader and fills his reports with fascinating
details. Illustrative is Cray Allison's revenge on a dentist for boring into a good
tooth. Then, who knows the identity of the scoundrel buried with the lynch rope
still around his neck? Did outlaws later become law officers-oor vice versa? Yes!
Writing about outlaws has been a specialty of the author, who was a longtime newspaper reporter and columnist. He admits that the true identities of some
of the old lawless types are unknown because they used one or·more aliases,
such as, "Butcher Knife Bill" and "Crookneck Johnson." Bryan ,in his former
book Wildest of the Wild West has reported on some wild ones in and around Las
Vegas during the last century that are not duplicated here. In a couple of in-
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stances, Robbers, Roques and Ruffians contains factual but irrelevant material to
the mainstream of the chapter subject. Even so, this second book about the lawless by Bryan is fascinating history for the general reader. His followers will look
forward to the next volume on the subject.
Paxton P. Price
Las Vegas, New Mexico

John Charles Fremont: Character as Destiny. By Andrew Rolle. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. xv + 351 pp. Il1ustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $29.95.)
At last a biography that makes sense of the life of John C. Fremont! Or
perhaps one should say that here is a biography that makes sense of the nonsense
in the life of Fremont. Better than the standard studies by Allen Nevins, Cardinal
Goodwin, and Ferol Egan, which tended to ignore, condemn, or defend the spectacular irrationalities of Fremont's career, Rolle seeks to explain them and
unsurprisingly resorts to psychoanalytic approaches to do so. Lest this be offputting to potential readers, let it be said that the author's use of psychological
language is neither intrusive nor jargon-ridden. In straightforward layman's language Rolle convincingly shows how Fremont's lack of a father crippled him
emotionally, impeded him from maturing, and prevented him from establishing
satisfactory relationships with others, particularly with older men and, surprisingly, with women, including Jessie Benton Fremont his famous wife.
In a series of admirably succinct chapters which cover all the important episodes of Fremont's life, the author shows how these psychological factors contributed to the triumphs and failures of his career. In a nicely balanced assessment
Rolle depicts Fremont as a brave and mainly competent explorer and an outstanding cartographer and naturalist whose achievements earned him deserved
and lasting fame in the international scientific community. He then shows how
his forays into politics, military command, and business, fields in which he was
devastatingly unfitted, poisoned his life and ruined his reputation. Even worse,
his character defects, particularly his inability to relate intimately to others, rendered him basically friendless throughout his life and made even his marriage a
failure. Jessie, ironically, seems to have compounded the problem by' refusing to
acknowledge any difficulties in their relationship, but brooking no criticism of
her much castigated husband, and but devoting her considerable literary talents
to perpetuating the twin myths of his flawless behavior and their ideal marriage.
It is a sad and poignant tale and utterly believable.
Still, this book is no debunking exercise. If anything, under Rolle's skilled
guidance the reader becomes more sympathetic toward Fremont as the story
progresses. His sharpest critics, even the redoubtable Josiah Royce, are shown to
have their weaknesses as well, and few of them proved his equal in positive
attainments. The book neither lauds Fremont excessively nor condemns him unfairly. Instead it makes him human.
Jackson K. Putnam
California State University, Fullerton
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Cavalry YeJJow & Infantry Blue: Army Officers in Arizona Between 1851 and
1886. By Constance Wynn Altshuler. (Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 1991.
xii + 406 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
During the United States Army's first century of existence, it functioned primarily as a frontier police force, protecting white settlers and entrepreneurs against
hostile Native Americans. Although that mission came to an end one hundred
years ago, interest in the Indian fighting army remains high. For the past thirty
years, growing numbers of able scholars have produced a slew of first-rate studies dealing with the personnel and .military. units that spearheaded the federal
government's repeated efforts to pacify the native tribes and confine them to
reservations. Calvary YeJJow. & Infantry Blue not only capitalizes on much of
that fine recent scholarship, but it will also serve as an admirable foundation
supporting further research on America's military' frontier.
At first glance, Cavalry YeJJow & Infantry Blue is simply a reference tool
aimed at devotees of Arizona history. The work evolved from the voluminous
notes Constance Wynn Altshuler gathered while researching two books, Chains
of Command: Arizona and the Army, 1856-1875 and Slarting with Defiance:
Nineteenth Century Arizona Military Posts.
Calvary YeJJow & Infantry Blue contains concise biographies of 800 army
officers who served a month or more in Arizona between 1851 (when the army
established its first post in the region) and 1886 (the year of Geronimo's surrender). Most of Altshuler's subjects belonged to the regular army, but she also includes entries on tile officers of the California and New Mexico volunteer
regiments which helped hold Arizona for the Union during the Civil War.
In a broader sense, this book presents an intimate and engrossing look at the
quality of leadership in the nineteenth-century army. Altshuler's 800 subjects
participated in every major American war from the War of 1812 through World
War I, as well as every notable Indian outbreak to disturb the peace of the transMississippi West. Cavalry YeJJow & Infantry Blue contains basic datil on Ii. representative cross-section of the officer corps of the Indian-fighting army, which
makes it extremely valuable to students of American military history in general.
The book's title is something of a misnomer, as Altshulercovers the careers of
artillerymen, engineers, and staff officers, as well as cavalrymen and infantrymen.
Many entries are so well-written that one is tempted to read this book from
cover to cover--and not just' for information on selected individuals. For the most
part, Altshuler treats her subjects with commendable objectivity. Her entry on
Nelson A. Miles, however, betrays an obvious dislike for the vain but also general that Theodore Roosevelt called a "brave peacock." Nevertheless, Cavalry
YeJJow & Infantry Blue should be heralded as an instant classic. It is an indispensable reference for all students of the Indian-fighting army.
Gregory J. W. Urwin
University of Central Arkansas
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Women of the New Mexico Frontier, 1846-1912. By Cheryl J. Foote. (Niwot:
University Press of Colorado, 1990. xviii + 198 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)

In this useful and insightful study, Cheryl J. Foote combines two common
approaches to the study of western women. Her first two chapters are modest
overviews of experiences of two groups of women-missionary and army wiveson the New Mexican frontier. Her observations provide the setting for following
chapters on four individual women and their different responses to territorial
life. The result is a bit mixed, but certainly this is a welcome contribution to the
history of western women and of the southwestern frontier.
Foote covers a considerable span of years, from the Mexican War to statehood, in less than two hundred pages. Treatment of the title's topic is thus necessarily sketchy, but a few clear themes emerge. Most obvious is the importance of
outside agencies, private and public, in the implantation of family culture in the
West, especially in an area like New Mexico invaded not with a rush but slowly,
with a cultural and demographic seeping. Army wives-the subject of several
other works-often came west with their officer husbands, although in some
regions men remained solo. Religious leaders, on the other hand, believed that
missionaries should work as a couple if at all possible. Women would bring the
virtues that Victorians associated with the feminine character. The details of these
women's lives also emphasize once again the immediate and varied ways women
contributed to the survival of Anglo families and communities. Doing their work,
women had frequent contact with Native Americans and Hispanics; their initially
critical, tongue-clucking reactions usually turned to a measured toleration and
sometimes to close friendships.
Set within these themes, the four individual stories emphasized the diversity
of western women's experiences. The most unusual, of these is that of Ellen Williams, who served as laundress and nurse for her husband's Civil War regiment,
the second Colorado Volunteers. Hers is a rare female account of the realities of
army life from outside officer's row. In describing the unit's time in Santa Fe and
its difficult winter marches over the Colorado and Kansas plains, doctoring frostbite and illness, she identified fully with the military enterprise. Ironically and
sadly, she was later denied a pension as a nurse on the grounds that she had not
been properly appointed.
Josephine Clifford was a moderately successful author of the local color
school. In recreating women's experiences, however, her story is most significant as a detailed account of her horrifying marriage to a young army officer, a
professional failure, drunkard, wife abuser, lunatic, and, she eventually discovered, bigamist. Equally appalling-and revealing-was the tardiness of his superiors to intervene on Josephine's behalf. Her account of her ordeal and eventual
escape is an unusual look at the normally taboo subject of abuse..
Alice Blake's story is happier. In 1889, at twenty-two, she began work in
Presbyterian mission schools at Rociada, EI Aguila, and Trementina. Her contributions as teacher and nurse, although individually modest, accumulated over
forty years of service. She, in turn, grew beyond her condescension toward "Mexicans" and her hostility toward Catholics. Matilda Coxe Stevenson, a pioneering
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woman anthropologist, was another case study of an Anglo',s p,<rceptual interactions with native cultures. Her writings blended insight and careful fieldwork
with old canards, ~ost notably her claim that Pueblos sacrificed women and infants to rattlesnakes.
In this brief book, Foote presents both convincing (if unsurprising) generalities and accounts for four lives differ~nt enough to suggest the richness of
western women's history.
Elliott West
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Bonanza Rich: Lifestyles of the Western Mining Entrepreneurs. By Richard H.
Peterson. (Moscow: University of Idaho Press, 1991. xiv + 192 pp. Appendix,
bibliography, index. $21.95.)

A theme prevalent in recent writing of the history of the American West
rejects the notion of the region's supposed exceptionalism. Important to this view
is the idea that the West's economy was an integral part of the national, industrial
capitalist economy. Richard H. Peterson's Bonanza Rich: Lifestyles of the' Western Mining Entrepreneurs is another small brick in that historiographic edifice.
Peterson builds upon his previous work, The Bonanza Kings (1977), which examined the social origins and business behaviors of western mining magnates
and found patterns linking them to national business trends. From business
economy, Peterson shifts to cultural economy, compa~ing the ideology and' be-:"
haviors of mining millionaires to those of their eastern contemporaries as they
went about disposing of their fortune.
As much as Rockefeller or Carnegie, the western mining industrialist saw
his wealth as the product of social Darwinist ethics and the virtues of the selfmade man. At the same time, however, he zealously supported government pol icies which underwrote his success. Public larid policies that allowed unrestricted
exploitation, and government suppression of strikes, seemed to him to be legitimate efforts to promote enterprise, not subsidies to speciai interests.
Seeing themselves as members of a business aristocracy, mining magnates
lived and spent their fortunes in splendid, and sometimes socially responsible,
style. Most built magnificent homes in San Francisco, Denver, and even in remote mining towns. Many also had homes in New York, Washington, and Newport. Some even maintained residences in Europe. The grand tounif the continent
was a must for mining families seeking social legitimacy. European homes and
tours also facilitated another status-building activity, marrying sons and daughters to members of the old world aristocracy.
The mining magnates' wives also were objects of lavish spending. Expensive gowns and extensive jewelry collections were a must for status-seeking entrepreneurs. Lavish entertainments and art collections rounded out the pattern
of conspicuous consumption.
Some western mining industrialists diverted portions of their fortunes to
philanthropic efforts. Education was a particular interest to some, and by the
early twentieth century colleges and libraries' endowed by mining fortunes dotted
the western landscape.
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In sum, says Peterson, "the behavior of the bonanza kings"--their belief in
the ideal of the self-made man, their attachment to government favors, their conspicuous consumption, and their philanthropy--"reflects the homogeneity of national culture more than a separate regional identity" (p. 156).
.
Of course, the behaviors Peterson describes were only part of the culture of
industrial capitalism at the turn of the century. Peterson notes that Thorstein Veblen
coined the term "conspicuous consumption" to categorize the lifestyles of many
of the era's wealthy, a lifestyle Veblen and many others considered wasteful and
immoral. Peterson's analysis of the western mining entrepreneurs as representative of a national culture might have benefited from noting more strongly the
response of social critics, labor leaders, and plain people to the carryings on of
the rich and famous. Nevertheless, Bonanza Rich is an interesting and useful
addition to the mining and western history shelves.
James Whiteside
University of Colorado, Denver

Book Notes

The Politics of River Trade: Traditions and Development in the Upper
Plata, 1780-1870. By Thomas Whigham. (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1991. xviii + 274pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00.)
Who Was Who in the Americpn Revolution. By L. Edward Purcell. (New
York: Facts on Files, 1993. xi + 548 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $60.00.)
Games of the North American Indians. By Stewart Culin. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1992. xviii + 846 pp. Illustrations, table,
appendix, indexes. 2 vols. $13.95 each, paper.)
Orayvi Revisited: Social Stratification in an "Egalitarian" Society.
By Jerold E. Levy. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: School of American Research Press, 1992. Maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
The Fur Trade ofthe American West, 1807-1840: A Geographical Synthesis. By David J. Wishart. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1992. 237 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint ofthe 1979 edition.
Stray Tales of the Big Bend. By Elton Miles. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 1993. 186 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index.
$25.00 cloth, $12.50 paper.)'
Uses of Plants by the Indians ofthe Missouri River Region. By Melvin
R. Gilmore. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xviii + 125
pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.)
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The Precolumbian Child. By Max Shein. Translated by Marina
Castaneda. (Culver City, California: Labyrinthos, 1992. xiii + 137 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $16.50 paper.)
Pobladores: Hispanic Ameri cans of the Ute Frontier. By Frances Leon
Quintana. (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press; 1991.
xviii + 267 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.)
Preacher. By Luther Butler. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press,
1992.199 pp. $14.95 paper.)
Ute Tales. Edited by Anne M. Smith and Alden Hayes. (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah Press, 1992. xxviii + 175pp. Illustrations, map,notes.
$24.95.)
Lakota Society. By James R. Walker. Edited by Raymond J. DeMallie.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992. xvi + 207 pp. Illustrations,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Life of Robert !fall: Indian Fighter and Veteran of Three Great Wars.
By "Brazos". (Austin, Texas: State House Press, 1992. xxx + 126 pp.
Illustrations, index. $24.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
The Jicarilla Apache Tribe: A History. By Veronica E. Velarde Tiller.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992. x + 289 pp. Illustrations,
maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Revised
edition.
Desert Tiger: Captain Paddy Graydon and the Civil War in the Far
Southwest. By Jerry D. Thompson. (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1992.
86 pp. Maps, notes. $10.00 paper.)
Ranald S. Mackenzie on the Texas Frontier. By Ernest Wallace. (Col~
lege Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1993. xviii + 214 pp. Illustr;ltions, map, notes, index. $13.50 paper.)
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